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Block-Wise Adaptive Motion Accuracy Based B-Picture Coding With
Low-Complexity Motion Compensation

Xiangyang Ji, Debin Zhao, and Wen Gao

Abstract—This paper presents a novel B-picture coding based
on block-wise adaptive motion accuracy (BAMA) with low-
complexity motion compensation (MC). BAMA is able to adap-
tively select the motion accuracy for each inter-block in a B-picture
depending on whether it is of bidirectional prediction, in which
compared to the unidirectionally predicted block, lower motion
accuracy is applied to the bidirectionally predicted block to reduce
MC complexity. To further reduce MC complexity for the bidirec-
tionally predicted luminance block with subpixel motion vectors
in both directions, the forward and backward MC interpolations
are merged according to the linear operation property of MC
interpolation. In addition, a simplified MC interpolation method
is also introduced for chrominance components for the bidirec-
tionally predicted block. When integrating the proposed methods
into H.264/AVC reference software, the experimental results
demonstrate that they can significantly reduce MC complexity
for a B-picture while yielding the comparable rate distortion
performance in comparison with H.264/AVC although they no
longer generate H.264/AVC compliant bitstream.

Index Terms—Block-wise adaptive motion accuracy (BAMA),
B-picture, MC interpolation, video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N MANY video applications, compression efficiency is
always constrained because higher compression efficiency

comes with stronger decoding capability requirement. In
general, different profiles and levels are defined to support
different application requirements in video coding standards
like MPEG-x and H.26x. Baseline profile usually supports
applications with low complexity and low latency requirements
such as video conference, video telephony and wireless trans-
mission [1] and hence usually only contains I-and P-pictures.
Compared with P-picture coding only with forward predic-
tion, B-picture coding can use both forward and backward
pictures as references and thus provide higher compression
performance. Furthermore, B-pictures can also be dropped
in some applications and do not propagate errors if they are
not used as references. However, B-picture decoding usually
requires higher decoding complexity and also results in latency.
Therefore, it is only included in the higher profiles that allow
high decoding complexity and latency.

The bidirectionally predicted block usually requires more
motion compensated (MC) interpolation complexity than
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the unidirectionally predicted one in B-picture decoding. In
particular, both forward and backward MC interpolations are
required if motion vectors in both directions are of subpixel
accuracy. This always increases computational complexity and
memory access frequency. As stated in [2], one inserted B-pic-
ture between adjacent I/P-pictures requires an extra 50% cost
for the very low bit rate video decoding, 20%–35% for medium
and high bit rate video decoding. More inserted B-pictures will
further increase the decoding time.

On the other hand, motion vector accuracy is usually fixed
during encoding the whole video sequence in video coding
standards. For each inter-macroblock, adaptive motion accu-
racy (AMA) proposed in [3] tried to use Lagrangian criterion
to select the best motion vector accuracy in terms of rate dis-
tortion optimization and a flag is needed to be signaled to tell
the decoder what motion vector accuracy is used. At the early
stage of H.264/AVC evolution, AMA was adopted in TML-2
with -pixel accurate motion-compensated prediction using
a 4-tap filter in both horizontal and vertical directions. When
MC interpolation was modified (in TML-4) to -pixel accu-
rate prediction, AMA was dropped due to the lack of coding
efficiency improvement [1].

This paper presents a block-wise adaptive motion accuracy
(BAMA) in B-picture coding. In BAMA, the bidirectionally
predicted block employs lower motion vector accuracy than the
unidirectionally predicted one to reduce MC interpolation com-
plexity while keeping strong temporal decorrelation capability.
To further reduce the MC interpolation complexity for bidirec-
tionally predicted luminance block with subpixel accuracy in
both directions, the forward and backward MC interpolations
are merged according to the linear operation property of MC
interpolation. For chrominance components, a simplified MC
interpolation method is also introduced. By changing the cor-
responding motion vectors representation and MC interpolation
operation at both encoder and decoder, the proposed methods
can be easily integrated into H.264/AVC, in which the predic-
tion signals for the bipredictive block are achieved from an ar-
bitrary set of reference pictures in the forward and/or backward
predictions, though the generated bitstream is no longer com-
pliant with H.264/AVC.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as fol-
lows. Section II describes the BAMA algorithm in the B-pic-
ture coding. In Section III, low-complexity MC interpolation
according to the linear operation property of interpolation is
presented firstly for bidirectionally predicted luminance block
and then another simplified MC interpolation is introduced for
the chrominance components. Section IV provides the experi-
mental results in terms of rate distortion performance and MC
interpolation complexity comparisons. Finally, the conclusions
are given in the last section.
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II. BLOCK-WISE ADAPTIVE MOTION ACCURACY

In comparison with unidirectionally predicted blocks, on
many occasions, the motion compensated prediction signals
with lower motion accuracy may be accurate enough for most
bidirectionally predicted blocks. Based on this observation,
BAMA is proposed for inter-block coding to reduce MC in-
terpolation complexity. Different from AMA, BAMA is able
to adaptively select motion accuracy for each inter-block in
a B-picture depending on whether it is of bidirectional pre-
diction. For simplicity of our following description, motion
vector allowed up to half-pixel and quarter-pixel accuracies
are used for the bidirectionally and unidirectionally predicted
blocks, respectively. All motion vectors are still represented in
quarter-pixel unit but they need to be scaled down for motion
vectors coding in the bidirectionally predicted blocks.

Let denote the image with space-discrete coordinate
and its corresponding reconstructed one is .

In the hybrid video coding standards, the whole image is
usually divided into a number of macroblocks and each
consists of one 16 16 luminance and two associated chromi-
nance components. An inter-macroblock can be further seg-
mented into smaller inter-blocks with variable block sizes, in
which each block has its own motion vector with
the horizontal component and vertical component , re-
spectively. For the unidirectional motion estimation of an inter-
block, the rate-constrained motion estimation for a given block

in a macroblock is able to be performed by minimizing the
Lagrangian cost function [4]

(1)

where is the Lagrange multiplier, and are the reference
index and predicted motion vector, respectively. is
the number of bits coding motion vector and reference index.
The distortion term is measured as the sum of abso-
lute differences (SAD) between current block and the recon-
structed reference picture using

(2)

When BAMA is used, the number of bits to transmit motion
vector in each prediction direction for a bidirectionally pre-
dicted block should be calculated from . The
final cost for a bidirectionally predicted block is achieved by

(3)

where the subscripts and denote the forward and backward
prediction directions, respectively. The distortion term
is equal to the SAD between current block and its predic-
tion signals achieved by the linear combination of prediction
blocks from the forward reference and backward reference

. Finally, one type of prediction direction with the minimum

distortion among forward, backward and bidirectional predic-
tion directions will be selected for the current inter-block. It
should be noted that if the effect in the rate calculation term
between and is negligible, the forward
and backward motion vectors of the the bidirectionally predicted
block may be taken directly from independently estimated ones
to reduce motion estimation complexity. If joint bidirectional
motion estimation in [5] is applied, the criteria described in (3)
can be used during the motion estimation process for the bidi-
rectionally predicted block.

Regarding to motion vector coding of the bidirectionally pre-
dicted block, the differential motion vector between the esti-
mated and predicted motion vector needs to be scaled down by
a factor of 2 correspondingly. At decoder, to achieve the motion
vectors of the bidirectionally predicted block in quarter-pixel
unit, the differential motion vector of bidirectionally predicted
block needs to be magnified with a factor of 2 and then added to
the corresponding predicted motion vector, which needs to be
rounded to the nearest half-pixel position in quarter-pixel unit
towards minus infinity.

III. LOW-COMPLEXITY MC INTERPOLATION IN BAMA

A. Low-Complexity MC Interpolation Process

In a B-picture, the prediction signals for a bidirectionally pre-
dicted block are achieved by a linear combination of forward
and backward prediction signals as follows:

(4)

where and are the relative weights of the forward predic-
tion block and the backward prediction one , respectively.
Usually, and . More gener-
ally, and may be any real number between 0 and 1 [6]. If
the forward and/or backward motion vectors are of subpixel ac-
curacy, the MC interpolations are applied to the corresponding
references to yield the motion-compensated prediction signals
accordingly. When a finite impulse response (FIR) filter with
2 -tap is used for the 2-D separate MC interpolation, the pre-
diction signals with motion vectors of horizontally, vertically
and diagonally half-pixel accuracy in each prediction direction
can be yielded by

(5)

(6)

and

(7)

where represents the operation rounded to the nearest full-
pixel position toward minus infinity and represents the tap
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Fig. 1. The normal MC interpolations for bidirectionally predicted block when ~v = (�(1)=(2); 0) and ~v = ((1)=(2);0).

coefficient. The prediction values at the horizontally and ver-
tically half-pixel positions are obtained by applying a one-di-
mensional 2 -tap FIR filter horizontally and vertically using
(5) and (6), respectively. For the diagonally half-pixel position,
one-dimensional 2M-tap FIR filter needs to be performed hori-
zontally firstly and then vertically using (7). Fig. 1 illustrates the
normal prediction block generation process with MC interpola-
tions for the bidirectionally predicted block with horizontally
half-pixel accuracy in both directions when a FIR filter with
6-tap is used. Firstly, the corresponding interpolations are used
to generate the forward and backward prediction blocks
and using (5), respectively. And then, the prediction block
can be yielded by (4).

For BAMA, MC interpolation for the bidirectionally pre-
dicted block with half-pixel accuracy in both directions can be
simplified according to the linear operation property of inter-
polation. Firstly, the new full-pixel position samples are
achieved by the linear combination of full pixels in the forward
and backward references, which have the corresponding motion
vectors rounded to full-pixel position towards minus infinity.
The corresponding equation calculating can be described
as follows:

(8)

And then, MC will be performed on the new full-pixel position
sample to yield the final prediction signals for the bidirec-
tionally predicted block with half-pixel accuracy in both direc-
tions. Fig. 2 illustrates the generation process for when the
motion vectors for the bidirectionally predicted block have hor-
izontally half-pixel accuracy in both directions. Compared with
the normal MC interpolation as shown in Fig. 1, the forward
and backward interpolations can be merged. It can be observed
that the final prediction signals yielded from the normal MC in-
terpolation and low-complexity MC interpolation are the same
regardless of the round operation during the MC interpolation
calculation. According to this observation, MC interpolation op-
eration for the bidirectionally predicted block with BAMA can
be categorized into the following five cases.

1) When the forward motion vector is of vertically half-pixel
accuracy and the backward motion vector is of horizon-
tally half-pixel accuracy or vice versa for the bidirection-
ally predicted block, the normal prediction block genera-
tion process can be used.

2) When both forward and backward motion vectors are of
only horizontally half-pixel accuracy for bidirectionally
predicted block, MC interpolation can be calculated by

(9)

3) When both forward and backward motion vectors are of
only vertically half-pixel accuracy for bidirectionally pre-
dicted block, MC interpolation can be calculated by

(10)

4) When both forward and backward motion vectors are of
diagonally half-pixel accuracy for bidirectionally predicted
block, MC interpolation can be calculated by

(11)

5) When the forward or backward motion vector is of
diagonally half-pixel accuracy and motion vector in
the opposite direction is of only horizontally or verti-
cally half-pixel accuracy, the horizontally or vertically
half-pixel position sample with the diagonally half-pixel
motion vector is first generated, and then (9) or (10) can
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Fig. 2. Merging forward and backward MC interpolations for bidirectionally predicted block when ~v = (�(1)=(2); 0) and ~v = ((1)=(2);0).

Fig. 3. Sample grid with quarter-pixel MC interpolation accuracy for signals
(upper-case letters indicate samples on the full-pixel positions, lower-case italic
letters indicate samples on the half-pixel positions and the remaining low-case
letters indicate samples on the quarter-pixel positions).

be used for further MC interpolation. For example, if the
forward motion vector is of diagonally half-pixel accuracy
at position “j” in Fig. 3 and the backward motion vector
is of horizontally half-pixel accuracy at position “b.”
Firstly, the vertically half-pixel position samples including
“cc,” “dd,” “h,” “m,” “ee,” and “ff” will be interpolated,
and then, together with full-position samples “E,” “F,”
“G,” “H,” “I,” and “J,” (9) will be used to yield the final
prediction signals.

B. Simplified MC Interpolation for Chrominance

For video data in YCbCr color space with 4:2:0 sampling, the
chrominance components (Cb and Cr) have one fourth of the
number of luminance samples . If the quarter-pixel accuracy
is allowed for luminance, motion accuracy allowed up to one-
eighth pixel should be used for chrominance. Since the 2-D sep-
arate MC interpolation allowed up to one-eighth pixel accuracy
is hard to calculate the subpixel position sample due to taking
many conditional branches into account, a simple bilinear inter-
polation is used in H.264/AVC for chrominance [1]. However,
since coefficients of the filter-tap vary with the different inter-
polation positions and need to be calculated on-line rather than
using the fixed-tap coefficients like the luminance component,
the bilinear interpolation possibly results in nearly the same

computational time per sample for chrominance as for lumi-
nance [7]. To further reduce MC interpolation for chrominance,
a simplified interpolation method was proposed in [8], in which
motion vectors for chrominance are represented in quarter-pixel
units by motion vectors downscaling. When BAMA is used, the
motion vector for chrominance can be further downscaled to
half-pixel accuracy for the bidirectionally predicted block and
thus, is able to further reduce the interpolation complexity of
chrominance components for the bidirectionally predicted block
while maintaining the comparable objective quality.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In order to evaluate the rate distortion performance and com-
putational complexity, the proposed methods were integrated
into H.264/AVC reference software JM10.1 [9]. It should be
pointed out that after the modifications of the H.264/AVC refer-
ence software the generated bitstream is no longer compatible
with H.264/AVC. The test sequences include bus, news, foreman
and tempete in QCIF@30 Hz and CIF@30 Hz. The first pic-
ture of sequence is intra-coded and the remaining pictures are
inter-coded. The search range of 32, five reference pictures
and CABAC entropy coder are used. The RD optimization based
mode decision is applied and quantization values include 24, 28,
32, and 36.

A. Rate Distortion Performance

To give the overall rate distortion performance comparisons
of the proposed methods (BAMA LC) versus H.264/AVC
(ORG), we employed Bjontegaard delta PSNR (BDPSNR)
as described in [10] to provide the average PSNR difference
between the RD curves derived from BAMA LC and ORG,
respectively. The detailed results are depicted in Table I. For
IBPBP and IBBPBBP structures, different testing param-
eters are used, in which One-ref and Multi-refs indicate that one
and five list0 references is used for B- and P-picture coding and
one list1 reference is used for B-picture coding. Compared with
anchor H.264/AVC, BAMA LC is able to yield the comparable
overall compression efficiency. And meanwhile, no perceptual
loss is observed. Furthermore, there is also no compression
efficiency loss even if the hierarchical B-picture coding is used.
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TABLE I
AVERAGE PSNR DIFFERENCE OF BAMA LC VERSUS ORG IN TERMS OF BDPSNR

TABLE II
NUMBER OF THE BASIC SUBPIXEL MC INTERPOLATION OPERATIONS

INCLUDING MULTIPLICATION, ADDITION, AND SHIFT

B. MC Interpolation Complexity Comparisons and Analysis

In general, the computational complexity for chrominance
interpolation is lower than that of luminance and thus plays a
less important role on the overall computational complexity for
4:2:0 video decoding. In this subsection, we focus on MC in-
terpolation complexity analysis for the luminance component.
In H.264/AVC, a 6-tap FIR filter (1, 5, 20, 20, 5, 1)/32
is used for half-pixel luminance sample interpolation. During
evaluating MC interpolation complexity for luminance, a block-
based implementation with the 2-D separate filtering in [11] is
used for the diagonally half-pixel interpolation. Table II gives
the number of the basic MC interpolation operations including
multiplication, addition and shift at different subpixel positions.
Compared with ORG, the extra average operation for pixels out-
side the block is needed in (8) when motion vectors in both di-
rections are of half-pixel accuracy for the bidirectionally pre-
dicted block. For example, to generate the half-pixel position
sample “b” for Case 2 in Section III-A, the normal interpolation
operations to generate samples and in both forward and
backward directions can be implemented as follows:

(12)

and

(13)

When and are both equal to , the final prediction
sample is calculated according to

(14)

When low-complexity interpolation method in Subsection III.A
is used, the half-pixel position sample “b” for Case 2 can be
generated as follows:

(15)

where the samples are calculated by
the intermediate result in (8). Here, it should be noted
that the relative weight 1/2 of the forward and backward predic-
tion blocks have been moved to the later MC interpolation part
to further reduce computational complexity. To calculate the in-
termediate result times addition
operations for Cases 2, 3 and 5 and
times addition operations for Case 4 are required for each pixel
on average when MC interpolation is implemented based on the

block size. As MC block size increasing, the number
of addition operations for each pixel on average to calculate the
intermediate result is decreased. For simplicity, MC in-
terpolations are all implemented based on the 4 4 block. And
thus, the basic MC interpolation operation numbers for different
cases are listed in Table III when the low complexity interpola-
tion technique in Section III-A is used or not. It should be noted
that and are both set to 1/2 in above discussion. If and

are not both equal to 1/2, the extra multiplication operations
are also required.

For comparisons, Org B and Org P are used to indicate the
number of basic MC interpolation operations for luminance per
B- and P-picture on average in H.264/AVC. BAMA LC B and
BAMA B are used to indicate the corresponding ones when
BAMA LC and only BAMA described in Section II are used.
Table IV gives the percentage for the basic MC interpolation
operations when compared to ORG B. For all test sequences, it
can be observed that BAMA B is able to significantly reduce the
number of the basic MC interpolation operations per B-picture
on average compared with ORG B. Compared with BAMA B,
BAMA LC B is able to further reduce the number of the basic
MC interpolation operations. It may result in the comparable
complexity with ORG P in most cases.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper firstly presents the BAMA B-picture coding, in
which the bidirectionally predicted block employs lower motion
vector accuracy than the unidirectionally predicted one. For the
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TABLE III
NUMBER OF THE BASIC MC INTERPOLATION OPERATIONS FOR THE BIDIRECTIONALLY PREDICTED SAMPLE WITH HALF-PIXEL ACCURACY IN BOTH

PREDICTION DIRECTIONS

TABLE IV
PERCENTAGE OF THE BASIC MC INTERPOLATION OPERATIONS WHEN COMPARED TO ORG B FOR DIFFERENT CODING PARAMETERS

bidirectionally predicted block, MC complexity for luminance
is further simplified by merging the forward and backward MC
interpolations according to the linear operation property and a
simplified MC interpolation is also introduced for chrominance.
As a result, the proposed methods can significantly reduce the
decoding complexity for B-picture albeit H.264/AVC compliant
bitstream can not be generated when they are integrated into
H.264/AVC. It is also able to yield the comparable rate distortion
performance in comparison with H.264/AVC.
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